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Figure 1: Examples generated by our method.
ABSTRACT
Face reenactment aims to animate a source face image to a dif-
ferent pose and expression provided by a driving image.Existing
approaches are either designed for a specific identity, or suffer
from the identity preservation problem in the one-shot or few-shot
scenarios. In this paper, we introduce a method for one-shot face
reenactment, which uses the reconstructed 3D meshes (i.e., the
source mesh and driving mesh) as guidance to learn the optical flow
needed for the reenacted face synthesis. Technically, we explicitly
exclude the driving face’s identity information in the reconstructed
driving mesh. In this way, our network can focus on the motion es-
timation for the source face without the interference of driving face
shape. We propose a motion net to learn the face motion, which is
an asymmetric autoencoder. The encoder is a graph convolutional
network (GCN) that learns a latent motion vector from the meshes,
and the decoder serves to produce an optical flow image from the
latent vector with CNNs. Compared to previous methods using
sparse keypoints to guide the optical flow learning, our motion net
learns the optical flow directly from 3D dense meshes, which pro-
vide the detailed shape and pose information for the optical flow, so
it can achieve more accurate expression and pose on the reenacted
face. Extensive experiments show that our method can generate
high-quality results and outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
both qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
†Corresponding author
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a mesh guided one-shot face reenactment
framework, which animates a source face image using a driving
face image of a different person, as shown in Fig. 1. The reenacted
face preserves the same identity as the source person, while owning
the pose and expression of the driving person.
Previous approaches have demonstrated great success in face
reenactment for a specific identity using generative adversarial
networks (GANs). For instance, the work of [47, 48] successfully
performs face reenactment between a pair of specified identities us-
ing CycleGAN [52]. High-fidelity results are achieved with the help
of 3D face reconstruction and GANs [22, 40]. Nevertheless, all these
methods require a large number of images for a specific identity,
which may be infeasible for many applications. Consequently, a va-
riety of one-shot or few-shot methods are proposed [36, 37, 45, 50].
The state-of-the-art one-shot or few-shot methods utilize the
optical flow to estimate the face motion from the source image to
the driving image. The optical flow is learned from scratch under
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the guidance of sparse keypoints [36, 37]. However, there are two
limitations with such strategy. First, as the optical flow is extracted
from the two images, the shape of driving face is inevitably involved
in the optical flow estimation. Due to the interference of driving
face shape, such optical flow cannot purely reflect the motion of
source face. As a result, the source identity may not be well pre-
served after feature warping using such optical flow (see Fig. 4 for
example). Although the latest few-shot work of [16] can alleviate
this problem by introducing the Landmark Transformer mechanism,
the result is still not satisfactory for the one-shot case. Second, the
sparse keypoints used to guide the optical flow learning cannot
faithfully represent the full face expression and pose. Consequently,
the expression and pose of the reenacted face may not match well
with the driving face (see Fig. 5 for example).
To tackle these problems, we propose a novel one-shot face reen-
actment framework which deploys the reconstructed 3D meshes
as the 3D dense shape guidance for optical flow estimation. First,
to account for the source identity preservation, in the mesh regres-
sion module (Section 3.1), we explicitly exclude the driving face’s
identity information in the reconstructed driving face mesh. That
is, while the source mesh is reconstructed with all the regressed
source parameters (i.e. identity, expression and pose), we build the
driving mesh with the source identity and driving pose and ex-
pression. In this way, we can focus on the motion estimation for
the source face without the interference of driving face shape, and
the source identity can be well preserved (see Fig. 4 for example).
The meshes are then transformed with the pose to match the face
images, so that they can serve as the guidance for the image optical
flow estimation. Next, to obtain an optical flow image aware of the
full face expression and pose, in a key stage, we design a motion
net (Section 3.2) to predict the optical flow image from the dense
meshes, which can provide the detailed shape and pose informa-
tion for the optical flow. Specifically, the motion net is designed as
an asymmetric autoencoder, where the encoder is a graph convo-
lutional network (GCN) serving to extract motion features from
the two meshes, and the decoder is 2D convolution based image
decoder for estimating the optical flow image. With such optical
flow estimated from dense meshes, our framework is able to pro-
duce a reenacted face whose expression and pose closely match
the driving face (see Fig.3 for example). At last, we send the source
image and the well estimated optical flow to the reenacting module,
which utilizes the feature warping strategy [14, 34, 36–38] to fuse
the source appearance and motions to produce the reenacted image
(Section 3.3). The motion net and the reenacting module are trained
together in an end-to-end way.
We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated our method on
different datasets. Experimental results show that our one-shot
method is able to better preserve the identity and yield a reenacted
face with more accurate expression and pose, using only one source
image and one driving image that are both unseen in the training
data. Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in both
objective and subjective aspects.
The main contributions of our work are:
• We propose a novel mesh-guided one-shot method for face
reenactment, which explicitly excludes the interference of
driving face shape for source identity preservation, and esti-
mates optical flows from dense meshes to obtain the accurate
pose and expression for the reenacted face.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use GCNs to
directly learn the motion from meshes for face reenactment.
The estimated optical flow is aware of the detailed shape and
pose information from the meshes.
• We compare our results with state-of-the-art methods, and
ours outperform others in both qualitative and quantitative
comparison.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 3DMM based 3D Face Reconstruction
Since 3D Morphable Model(3DMM) [3] was proposed in 1999, there
have been many variations of 3DMM [4, 7, 12, 18, 28] for single-
image based 3D face reconstruction. These models produce low-
dimensional representations for the face identity, expression and
texture from multiple face scans using PCA. One of the most widely
used, publicly available variants of 3DMM is the Basel Face Model
(BFM) [32]. We use the BFM as our 3DMM model in this paper for
generating 3D face meshes. Recently, deep learning based methods
directly regress the 3DMM coefficients from images either in a
supervised way [10, 21, 29, 41, 53] or in an unsupervised way [2, 39].
Our method adopts [53] to regress the identity, pose and expression
parameters for the source image and driving image respectively.
2.2 Face Reenactment
The face reenactment aims to animate a source image to another
pose-and-expression, which is provided by the driving image. Re-
cent works demonstrate great success in face reenactment for a
specified identity. For instance, ReenactGAN [47] drives a specific
identity with the encoder-decoder framework. Face2Face [40] ani-
mates the facial expression of source video by utilizing the rendered
image. The work of [22] transfers the full 3D head position, head
rotation, face expression, eye gaze, and eye blinking from a driv-
ing actor to a portrait video of source actor. However, all these
methods require a large number of images of the specific identity
for training, and only reenact the face of the specific identity. In
contrast, our method does not have this limitation, and is capable
of reenacting any identity given only a single image without the
need for retraining or fine-turning.
To extend face reenactment to unseen identities, some one-shot
or few-shot methods[11, 16, 36, 37, 45, 50] have been proposed. Re-
cently, [50] adopts the meta-learning mechanism, which is able to
synthesize a personalized talking headwith several images. But it re-
quires fine-tuning when a new-coming person is introduced. Zhang
et al. [51] introduce a unsupervised approach for face reenactment,
which needs no different pose for the same identity. Yet, the face
parsing map, a vary identity-specific feature, is utilized to guide
the reenacting, which leads to distorted results when reenacting a
different identity. Geng et al. [11] introduce warp-guided GANs for
single-photo facial animation. However, their method needs a photo
with frontal pose and neutral expression, while ours does not have
this limitation. X2Face [45] proposes an approach to effectively
utilize multiple source images, but it cannot synthesize face regions
which do not exist in source images. The methods in [36, 37] can
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Figure 2: The generator of the proposed approach. The regressor predicts the 3DMM parameters (i.e., identity, expression and
pose) from both the source image Is and the driving image Id , so as to reconstruct the source mesh Ms and driving mesh Md .
Ms and Md are stacked and fed to the motion net to produce the optical flow T ∗. T ∗ is then sent to the reenacting module to
output the reenacted image Iˆd .
learn motion for universal objects and perform the relative motion
transfer. However, the initial driving image with source pose-and-
expression is required to correctly reenacted image, which is hard
to be fulfilled in many applications. More notably, the main problem
in one-shot or few-shot face reenactment is the identity preservation
problem, that is, the source face shape is difficult to be preserved
during reenacting when there is a large shape difference between
the source and driving faces. Although the latest few-shot work
of [16] can alleviate this problem by introducing the Landmark
Transformer mechanism, the result is still not satisfactory for the
one-shot cases. In our approach, we explicitly exclude the driving
face’s identity information in the reconstructed driving face mesh.
Thus our network can focus on learning the motion for the source
face without the interference of driving face shape.
2.3 Graph Convolutional Network
To apply convolutional operations to non-Euclidean structured
data, Bruna et al. [6] adopt the graph Laplacian and Fourier ba-
sis to enable the first extension of CNNs on graphs. Since then,
there have been increasing improvements, extensions, and approxi-
mations on GCNs [8, 17, 24, 27]. Recently, CoMA [33] introduces
mesh down-sampling and mesh up-sampling layers, and constructs
an autoencoder to learn a latent embedding of 3D face meshes.
Inspired by CoMA, our method establishes an asymmetric autoen-
coder which employs GCNs to learn a latent vector representing
the relative motion from the source mesh to the driving mesh.
3 APPROACH
Our mesh-guided face reenactment network consists of a genera-
tor and a discriminator. While the discriminator is deployed from
WGAN-GP [15], the core of our method is the generator. As shown
in Fig. 2, the generator is composed of three modules. The mesh
regression module is utilized to regress the 3DMM coefficients and
face pose from the source image Is and driving image Id respec-
tively (Section 3.1). The source meshMs and driving meshMd are
constructed with the estimated coefficients, and transformed using
the pose to match the face images. In this way, we can establish
explicit 3D dense guidance for the face images to learn a good
initial optical flow between the images from the aligned meshes.
GivenMs andMd as input, the motion net is deployed to estimate
such optical flow (Section 3.2). The motion net is designed with an
asymmetric autoencoder architecture. The encoder is a GCN-based
mesh encoder, which performs graph convolutional operations on
the meshes to extract a motion feature Fm (as shown in Fig. 2). The
decoder is a 2D convolution based image decoder, which performs
up-sampling convolutional operations to produce an optical flow
image. Afterwards, we send the well estimated optical flow and
source image to the reenacting module, which fuses the source ap-
pearance features and occlusion-aware motions [37] to produce the
reenacted face image (Section 3.3). We adopt a pre-trained 3DMM
regressor [53] in the mesh regression module. The motion net and
reenacting module are jointly trained in an end-to-end way. To
ensure realistic results, we adopt adversarial training using the
discriminator from [15].
3.1 Mesh Regression Module
The mesh regression module constructs the source and driving
meshes needed for motion estimation. For this task, we adopt
3DMM regressor [53] to regress the 3DMM coefficients and face
pose from the input images with CNNs. Given a 2D image, it re-
gresses a vector c = (ci , ce ,p) ∈ R113, where ci ∈ R50 and ce ∈ R51
represent the 3DMM identity and expression coefficients respec-
tively. p ∈ R12 is the face pose. With the predicted coefficients, the
3D coordinates V of face vertices can be computed with:
V = Vmean + ciVid + ceVexp , (1)
where Vmean and Vid are PCA bases from BFM [32], and Vexp
is built from [7]. The mesh topology is adopted from BFM [32],
which is the same for all estimated meshes. The meshes are then
transformed with the face pose to match the face images, so that
they can serve as the 3D dense guidance for subsequent optical
flow estimation between images.
Fig. 2 illustrates the procedure of our mesh regression module.
It is worth noting that, while the source mesh Ms is built with
the parameters from the source image Is , the driving meshMd is
constructed with a combination of parameters, that is, the source
identity from Is and the driving expression and face pose from the
driving image Id . By doing so, we can estimate the facial move-
ments for the source person without the interference of the driving
person’s face shape.
3.2 Motion Net
With the reconstructed meshes as the explicit 3D dense guidance,
the task of learning the face motion from Is to Id can be largely
facilitated. Specifically, we design an asymmetric autoencoder called
motion net to learn an optical flow image from the two meshes.
Given Ms = (Vs ,A) and Md = (Vd ,A), where Vs ,Vd ∈ Rn×3
store vertex coordinates andA ∈ {0, 1}n×n is the adjacency matrix
representing the connectivity between vertices, we stackVs and
Vd as V∗ ∈ Rn×6 to obtain a stacked mesh M∗ = (V∗,A). The
motion net takes as input the stacked mesh M∗, and outputs an
estimated optical flow T ∗ ∈ RH×W ×2 from Is to Id , where H ,W
are the image height and width.
Technically, the encoder is a graph convolutional network to
extract themotion feature vector from the stackedmesh. To perform
graph convolution on the mesh, we calculate the normalized graph
Laplacian matrix as L = I − D− 12AD− 12 , where I ∈ Rn×n is the
identity matrix, andD ∈ Rn×n is diagonal matrix of vertex degrees,
i.e., Dii = ∑j (Ai j ). Chebyshev polynomials [8] is adopted by our
method, and the spectral convolution is then defined as:
дθ (L) =
K−1∑
k=0
θkTk (L˜), (2)
yj =
Cin∑
i=1
дθi j (L)xi , (3)
where L˜ = 2L/λmax − I is the scaled Laplacian matrix, λmax
is the maximum eigenvalue of the normalized Laplacian matrix,
θk is the Chebyshev coefficients vector, and Tk ∈ Rn×n is the
Chebyshev polynomial of order k . Tk is computed recursively as
Tk (x) = 2xTk−1(x) − Tk−2(x) with the initial T0 = 1 and T1 = x .
xi ∈ Rn is the i th channel of input x ∈ Rn×Cin , and yj ∈ Rn
denotes the j th channel of output y ∈ Rn×Cout .
The encoder architecture is built following the idea of residual
networks, which consists of four spectral residual blocks [33]. The
graph residual connections [26] are deployed as they help speed
up the training process and also improve the output quality. A
mesh down-sampling layer [33] is placed between two residual
blocks to integrate information among neighboring vertices. Each
residual block contains one Chebyshev convolutional layer and
one graph linear layer [26]. Every Chebyshev convolutional layer
uses Chebyshev polynomials K = 3 and is followed by a instance
normlization[42] and a ReLU layer [13].
The decoder is an image decoder using 2D convolutions. It con-
tains several 2D convolutional up-sampling blocks to expand the
spatial size of feature maps, as well as several residual blocks [5] to
refine the result. There are two branches in the up-sampling block.
The main branch has an up-sampling layer and two convolutional
layers, and the short cut branch has only an up-sampling layer.
The outputs of two branches are element-wisely added as the block
output. Each layer in the up-sampling block is followed by a BN
layer [20] and a ReLU layer [13]. Please refer to the supplementary
material for more details.
3.3 Reenacting Module
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Figure 3: The reenacting module. The source image Is and
estimated optical flowT ∗ are fed into the reenactingmodule
to produce the reenacted image Iˆd . The occlusion net here
is utilized to generate the occlusion map O and the optical
flow mask M , which are used to diminish the impact of the
features corresponding to the occluded parts.
The architecture of our reenacting module is similar to those of
state-of-the-art works [36, 37], which adopts the feature warping
strategy to avoid the pixel-misalignment between the source and
target images. However, a key difference between ours and previous
works is that our module does not require the part of learning the
optical flow from scratch. Thanks to the meshes as explicit 3D dense
guidance, our motion net can provide a well estimated optical flow
to our reenacting module.
As shown in Fig. 3, the reenacting module takes as input the
estimated optical flow T ∗ and the source image Is , and it contains
an encoder, an occlusion net and a decoder. The encoder serves
to extract the appearance features from the Is . Similar to [37], the
occlusion net learns to produce an occlusion map and an optical
flow mask from the warped source image I ′s with T ∗. The occlusion
map and optical flow mask take occlusion into account and assign
different confidence values for the estimated movements on pixels.
The encoded appearance feature maps are warped using the masked
optical flow. Then they are fused with the occlusion map and sent to
the decoder. In this way, the decoder can be aware of both the source
appearance and motions with different confidences, and learns to
produce the reenacted face image. The occlusion net is a four-
layer hourglass net [49]. The encoder and decoder are composed
of several convolutional down-sampling and up-sampling blocks
respectively. For more details, please refer to the supplementary
material.
3.4 Loss Functions
Following previous works [16, 36, 37], we adopt the self-supervised
approach to jointly train the motion net and reenacting module. The
identities of source image and driving image are same in training
stage, but are different in inference stage. The loss of our method is
defined by:
Ltotal (Is , Id , Iˆd ) = λr ecLr ec (Id , Iˆd ) + λcLc (Is , Id , Iˆd )
+ λFMLFM (Id , Iˆd ) + λadvLadv (Id , Iˆd ),
(4)
where Lr ec denotes the reconstruction loss, Lc denotes the coeffi-
cient loss, LFM denotes the feature matching loss and Ladv denotes
the adversarial loss.
3.4.1 Reconstruction loss. A straightforward objective is to mini-
mize the difference between the driving images and the self-reenacted
images. We utilize the pre-trained VGG [31] to calculate the per-
ceptual loss as the reconstruction loss. Following [37], the recon-
struction loss is computed by accumulating the perceptual losses
calculated in different resolutions to reduce blurriness:
Lr ec (Id , Iˆd ) =
P∑
p=1
L∑
i=1
| |Fi (Iˆd ) − Fi (Id )| |, (5)
where Fi (·) denotes the ith feature extracted from a VGG layer
and L is the number of features. The image pyramid is used to
calculate the reconstruction loss, where p is the pyramid index and
P is number of pyramid layers. We down-sample Id and Iˆd to 256
× 256, 128 × 128, 64 × 64 and 32 × 32 to build the image pyramid.
3.4.2 Coefficient loss. The coefficient loss is conducted to enforce
the reenacted face to have the same identity as the source image and
the same expression-and-pose as the driving image. Specifically, the
identity, expression and pose coefficients of the generated image
are extracted using the 3DMM regressor [53]. Then we enforce the
generated image to have the same identity coefficients as source
image and the same expression-and-pose coefficients as the driving
image:
Lc (Is , Id , ˆId ) =
50∑
k=0
| |ci (Is )k − ci ( ˆId )k | | +
51∑
k=0
| |ce (Id )k − ce ( ˆId )k | |
+
12∑
k=0
| |p(Id )k − p( ˆId )k | |
(6)
where ci (·), ce (·) and p(·) denote the functions that extract identity,
expression and pose coefficients, respectively. k denotes index of
vector.
3.4.3 Feature matching loss. Following [43], we also add the feature
matching loss to stabilize the training, so as to make the generator
produce natural statistics at multiple feature layers:
LFM (Id , ˆId ) =
T∑
i=1
1
Ni
[| |Di (Id ) − Di (Iˆd )| |], (7)
whereT is the number of layers, Ni denotes the number of elements
in each layer, if the layer output Di is a 64x64 feature map, then
Ni is 64x64 = 4096. Di denotes the feature map of i-th layer in the
discriminator D.
3.4.4 Adversarial Loss. For the adversarial training, we adoptWGAN-
GP [15], whose adversarial loss is defined as:
Ladv (Id , Iˆd ) = EIˆd∼PIˆd [D(Iˆd )] − EId∼PId [D(Id )]
+λExˆ∼Pxˆ [| |(∇xˆD(xˆ)| |2 − 1)2],
(8)
where xˆ is uniformly sampled along the straight lines between the
points sampled from the driving image distribution PId and the
reenacted face images distribution PIˆd .
4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Before jointly training the motion net and reenacting module, we
pre-train the 3DMM coefficients regressor [53] using FaceWare-
house [7], WFLW [46] and AFLW [25] datasets. The input image
resolution is 256 × 256. For the 3DMM mesh, the vertex number is
53215, and the triangle face number is 105840. The Adam [23] is
adopted as the optimizer.We set the learning rate as 2×10−4, and the
loss weights are 10,10,1,1 for λr ec , λFM , λc ,and λadv , respectively.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the results of our proposed method and
compare our results with state-of-the-art methods [16, 37, 48, 50].
For a fair comparison, all the methods are trained with the one-
shot setting. Specifically, we adopt Openface 2.0 [1] to estimate the
facial landmarks for [16, 50]. The public face datasets including
Voxceleb1 [30], CelebV [47] and Faceforensics++ [35] are employed
to evaluate the results. We follow the evaluating protocol of [16].
5.1 Qualitative Comparison
Fig. 4 shows the qualitative comparison of our method with recent
methods [16, 37, 45, 50]. The first column gives source images and
the second column gives driving images. It is worth mentioning that
the method of [50] adopts meta-learning to generate faces, which
requires fine-tuning for new-coming identities. We re-implement it
using only the feed-forward network in the one-shot setting. The
absolute motion transfer is performed for FirstOrder [37].
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the source identities are not well preserved
in the generated results of [37, 45, 50]. The Landmark Transformer
mechanism proposed by MarionNET [16] can alleviate this problem.
Nevertheless, the result is still not satisfactory for the one-shot case.
Our method can effectively preserve the source identities, as we
explicitly exclude the driving face’s identity information in the re-
constructed driving face mesh. Also, since we make use of the dense
3D meshes rather than sparse keypoints to learn the optical flow,
our results can achieve more accurate poses and expressions. Fur-
thermore, thanks to the full shape and pose information provided
Is Id X2Face [45] NeuralHead-FF [50] MarionNetTe [16] FirstOrder [37] Ours
Figure 4: Qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art one-shot methods. The proposed method generates more natural-
looking results with better preserved source identity and more accurate pose and expression.
by dense meshes, our method can generate more natural-looking
images with more details.
Notice that FirstOrder [37] can achieve high-quality results if
another driving image is provided as the initial expression and pose
to perform relative motion transfer. To further validate the efficacy
of our method, we compare our method (using one driving image)
with the FirstOrder [37] (using two driving images). As shown in
Fig. 5, we carefully select the initial driving image Iinit so that Iinit
has the close pose and expression as Is . We can see that our method
can still yield more accurate results compared with [37]. In the first
row, the result of [37] has a smaller opening mouth, resulting in an
expression that is not close to the expression of Id . In the second
row, the head region is distorted in the result of [37]. In contrast,
our results can well preserve the source identity and meanwhile
owning a similar pose and expression as the driving image.
Is Id Iinit FirstOrder [37] Ours
Figure 5: Qualitative comparison with FirstOrder [37] in
the relative motion transfer setting. Iinit provides the inital
pose and expression for the driving face in [37]. Images are
from [35]
5.2 Quantitative Comparison
Following the work of [16], we employ the following metrics to
quantitatively evaluate the reenacted faces of different methods.
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [19] and structural similarity
Table 1: Quantitative comparison in the self-reenactment
setting. Up/down arrows correspond to higher/lower values
for better performance. Bold and underlined numbers corre-
spond to the best and the second-best values of each metric
respectively.
Model CSIM↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ PRMSE↓ AUCON↑
VoxCeleb1 [30]
X2face[45] 0.689 0.719 22.537 3.26 0.813
NeuralHead-FF [50] 0.229 0.635 20.818 3.76 0.791
MarioNETte [16] 0.755 0.744 23.244 3.13 0.825
FirstOrder [37] 0.813 0.723 30.182 3.79 0.886
Ours 0.822 0.739 30.394 3.20 0.887
Faceforensics++ [35]
X2face [45] 0.787 0.654 30.545 6.10 0.799
NeuralHead-FF [50] 0.751 0.680 27.973 6.09 0.747
MarioNETte [16] 0.881 0.694 27.968 3.72 0.743
FirstOrder [37] 0.887 0.698 30.620 3.15 0.839
Ours 0.894 0.695 30.648 2.71 0.858
index (SSIM) [44] are utilized to measure the low-level similarity
between the reenacted face and the ground-truth face, which are
only computed in the self-reenactment scenario since the ground-
truth is inaccessible when reenacting a different person. Then we
evaluate the identity preservation by calculating the cosine sim-
ilarity (CSIM) of identity vectors between the source image and
the generated image. The identity vectors are extracted by the pre-
trained state-of-the-art face recognition networks [9]. To inspect
the model’s capability of properly reenacting the pose and expres-
sion of driving image, we calculate PRMSE [16] and AUCON [16]
between the generated image and the driving image to measure the
reenacted pose and expression respectively.
Table 1 lists the evaluation results of different models in the
self-reenactment setting, and Table 2 reports the evaluation re-
sults of reenacting a different person. For FirstOder[37], we use
the source image as the initial driving image to perform relative
Table 2: Quantitative comparison of reenacting a different
identity.
Model CSIM↑ PRMSE↓ AUCON↑
CelebV [47]
X2face[45] 0.450 3.62 0.679
NeuralHead-FF [50] 0.108 3.30 0.722
MarioNETte [16] 0.520 3.41 0.710
FirstOrder [37] 0.462 3.90 0.667
Ours 0.635 3.41 0.709
Faceforensics++ [35]
X2face [45] 0.604 9.80 0.697
NeuralHead-FF [50] 0.381 6.82 0.730
MarioNETte [16] 0.620 7.68 0.710
FirstOrder [37] 0.614 6.62 0.734
Ours 0.738 6.24 0.737
motion transfer in Table 1, while the absolute motion transfer is
performed in Table 2 as the lack of initial images. Notably, our
method achieves the best scores in CSIM across all datasets, in-
dicating that our method can better preserve the source identity
than other methods. Besides, our method outperforms others in
PRMSE and AUCON in most datasets, which demonstrates that
our method can more faithfully reenact the pose and expression
of driving face. Also, our method has the best scores in PSNR and
the second-best scores in SSIM, which implies that our method can
generate images closes to real images. Finally, it is worth noting
that, when reenacting a different person, our method outperforms
other methods in all metrics at the Faceforensics++ [35] dataset,
which is a very challenging dataset because it contains the most
different identities.
5.3 Ablation Study
Table 3: Quantitative ablation study for reenacting a differ-
ent identity on the Faceforensics++ dataset [35].
Model CSIM↑ PRMSE↓ AUCON↑
Baseline 0.681 7.453 0.701
Baseline+Lc 0.687 7.293 0.715
Baseline+O 0.706 7.030 0.714
GCNs–>CNNs 0.695 7.51 0.721
Ours 0.738 6.24 0.737
We do the ablation study by evaluating the following variants of
our method:
• Baseline. The simplest model trained without the occlusion
net and Lc .
• Baseline+Lc . The coefficient loss is added to the Baseline.
• Baseline+O. The occlusion net is added to the Baseline.
• GCNs–>CNNs. To validate the effectiveness of learning the
optical flow from 3D meshes using GCNs, we use the 2D
rendered mesh images as input to learn the optical flow.
Accordingly, the GCNs in the motion net are replaced with
traditional CNNs. All the other components are the same as
our model.
Fig. 6 shows the qualitative results of the variants of our method.
We can see that our full model presents the most realistic results.
The coefficient loss can help to reduce the pose-and-expression
error. The occlusion net can effectively improve image quality by
reducing artifacts caused by occlusion (e.g. the head boundaries).
Compared to learning the optical flow from rendered mesh images,
our method that learns the optical flow from 3Dmeshes using GCNs
can better preserve the source identity and obtain a closer pose and
expression to the driving image.
We also report the quantitative results of the variants of our
method on the [35] dataset, as demonstrated in Table 3. Thanks
to the explicit exclusion of driving identity in the reconstructed
meshes, even the Baseline surpasses the state-of-the-art methods in
CSIM.With the help of the coefficient loss that penalizes the identity
difference with the source and the expression-and-pose difference
with the driving, the Baseline+Lc obtains higher CSIM, AUCON,
and lower PRMSE. The Baseline+Lc also achieves better results than
the Baseline, demonstrating the benefit of considering occlusions
in face reenactment. The results of replacing GCNs with CNNs are
much inferior compared to our full model using GCNs, revealing
the importance of learning the optical flow from 3D meshes.
5.4 User Study
Table 4: User preferences of different methods on different
datasets.
Model VoxCeleb1 [30] Faceforensics++ [35]
X2face [45]/Ours 0.016/0.984 0.012/0.988
NeuralHead-FF [50]/Ours 0.018/0.982 0.036/0.964
MarioNETte [16]/Ours 0.126/0.874 0.130/0.870
FirstOrder [37]/Ours 0.124/0.876 0.114/0.886
We also conduct a user study to further assess the performance
of our proposed model. We recruited 20 users (11 females) in the
age range of 20-40. In every paired user study, each user needs
to answer 50 questions. Each question consists of a source image,
a driving image, the result of our method, and the result of one
state-of-the-art method. The user needs to pick the result which
she/he thinks has the better reenacted face. The user study results
are reported in Table 4. Table 4 reports the selected probability ratio
of each paired user study. We can see that our method is clearly
preferred over the state-of-art methods on different datasets.
6 APPLICATION
Our approach is guided by the reconstructed 3D meshes, in which
the pose and expression parameters are extracted and controllable.
Benefited by this, several interesting applications are enabled with
our method. We show two applications here: 1) expression and
pose interpolation for intermediate face reenactment and 2) disen-
tangled reenactment of the pose or expression. In the expression
and pose interpolation, we blend the source pose-and-expression
parameters and the driving pose-and-expression parameters with
Is Id Baseline Baseline+Lc Baseline+O GCNs–>CNNs Ours
Figure 6: Qualitative ablation study on different examples. Our full model leads to better results than other variants.
Is Id α = 0.2 α = 0.4 α = 0.6 α = 0.8 α = 1.0
Figure 7: Examples of expression and pose interpolation for
intermediate face reenactment.
Is Id only pose only expression pose + expression
Figure 8: Examples of disentangled reenactment of the pose
or expression.
the weight parameter α ∈ [0, 1] to obtain the intermediate driving
pose-and-expression, which are used to build the driving mesh for
a reenactment. As shown in Fig. 7, when increasing α gradually
from 0 to 1, the pose-and-expression of reenacted face are smoothly
transferring from the source pose and expression to the driving
pose and expression. This phenomenon also demonstrates our mo-
tion net learns a smooth optical flow for facial movement. In the
application of disentangled reenactment of the pose or expression,
we can see in Fig. 8 that our approach can independently control
the reenactment of face pose or expression, which is inaccessible
for previous works [36, 37, 45, 50].
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a novel one-shot face reenactment frame-
work, which animates a source image to another pose-and-expression.
Our method is guided by reconstructed meshes, which explicitly
remove the driving identity information for better source iden-
tity preservation. Graph convolutional networks are deployed to
learn the optical flow from dense meshes directly, which can obtain
a more accurate pose and expression than learning from sparse
keypoints. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use
graph convolutional networks to learn the facial movement from
meshes for face reenactment from a single image. Compared with
other methods, our method can generate more realistic and natural-
looking results. In the future, we plan to explore the temporal
consistency in the network design to facilitate the face transfer in
videos.
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